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Abstract: Free space optics (FSO) is a field of interest and significance for the researchers due to its various applications furthermore; 

favorable circumstances like ease FSO frameworks, simple arrangement, and high information rate, secure FSO connections and permit free 

groups. High transfer speed FSO connection can be viably settled between the high rises of the Punjab India for the reason high limit 

applications in these high rises. FSO joins are gravely influenced by the climate conditions particularly downpour and mist on the grounds 

that of high constriction factors. OPTI-System is utilized to consider the impact of downpour and mist on the exhibition of FSO joins. 

Keywords Record Terms- Free-space optics (FSO); Link spending plan; likelihood; Weather impacts ; BER; Atmospheric 

constriction; WDM 

I. Introduction 

In the present Internet people group, request of administrations expending high information rates is expanding step by step. Examination 

work is being done in the field of correspondence innovation to satisfy high information rate request with dependable nature of 

administration and least cost conceivable. Security is a first concern in the middle correspondence of at least two gatherings. By taking the 

real factors into mind, Free Space Optics (FSO) is one of the decision to satisfy these requests. FSO gives information rates in Gbps in 

remote situation with the most secure correspondence on the grounds that light bar is inclined to listening in. FSO is having numerous focal 

points over different remote advancements like free permitting, simplicity of establishment, low capital hardware cost and high information 

rates. FSO was first utilized for military purposes. FSO has discovered captivating applications in access organizations (last mile 

arrangement), airborne and between satellite correspondence, catastrophe recuperation, between building associations (highlight point or 

multipoint) and transient establishment for specific occasions [4]. FSO having bigger transfer speed can be an answer for developing limit 

hungry applications. Regardless of its few benefits, FSO may not be a decent decision for some areas on the grounds that FSO interface is 

vulnerable to awful climate conditions. FSO uses air as an interface for setting up connects among transmitter and beneficiary. In this 

manner, climate conditions must be inspected previously commonsense usage of FSO interface. Components which influence the FSO 

connect are assimilation, shine and dissipating [9, 4]. Certain climate conditions like murkiness, downpour, mist and snow have a distinctive 

impact on optical transmission. The primary factor which influences the most is mist. For most extreme accessibility of a FSO interface, it is 

important to assess these climate conditions over a enormous timeframe before setting up a connection. In this administrative work, we have 

attempted to assess the presentation of a FSO connect based on climate states of Punjab city. Optisystem is used to perform simulative 

investigation. 
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Fig. 1 Future of remote correspondence, calculated FSO joins set up in Industrial Area. 

 fso links b/w different buildings 

II. Reenactment SETUP 

The framework which is set up in Optisystem is appeared in Fig. 2. First square shows a laser source having working recurrence of 1550nm 

on the grounds that climatic constriction creates less impact at this recurrence. Second square shows a subsystem which comprises of PRBS 

(Pseudo Random Bit Sequence) generator, NRZ beat generator, low pass bessel channel and Mach-zender modulator as appeared in Fig. 3. 

After that FSO channel is available which includes a connection scope of 1Km, constriction factor, Tx furthermore, Rx opening width and 

pillar dissimilarity. Fourth square is an APD (Avalanche Photo Detector) having ionization proportion 0.9 furthermore, 10nA dull current. 

Fifth square is a low pass bessel channel with cutoff frequency= 0.75*Bit rate and request equivalents to 4. At the end, BER analyzer is 

utilized to figure eye chart, least BER and Q-factor of the assigned framework. 

 

Fig. 2 block diagram model of FSO Link 
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III. Simulation system 

 

Fig. 3 Reference simulation model of FSO Link 

1. Connection Margin 

 Connection edge can be determined by watching got signal  power at the recipient side [12]. It is a significant factor to be seen that can 

influence the nature of a FSO connect. Numerical articulation for interface edge (LM) is given as:  

LM= 10 log PR ∕ s 

In the above condition, PR is a gotten signal force and s is collector affectability. At recipient side, for sign to be identified its capacity 

ought to be more prominent than recipient affectability. Collector affectability is a consistent incentive in dBm given by maker furthermore, 

going from - 20 to - 40dBm. In this way, gotten signal force must be assessed for quality check of a FSO interface. 

2. Barometrical Attenuation 

Weakening which happens in constriction channel due to presence of mist concentrates is named as air constriction. As a aftereffect of 

barometrical constriction, light shaft is incompletely contorted bringing about dissipating, ingestion and diffraction. [10]  

Though 'l' is separation among transmitter and collector, '' is constriction coefficient per unit length. Further estimation of '' can be 

determined utilizing Kim and Kruse relations. Air weakening created due to the marvel of dissipating and assimilation of light pillar can be 

determined utilizing Beer's Law [13]  

While '' and ''are recognized and beginning forces at certain area 'x'. While '' is lessening coefficient. 

Reference system characteristics 

Design Parameters Value 

Data rate 10Gbps 

Power 10db 

Frequency 1550nm 

Modulator Machzender 

Sequence Length 128 bits 

Samples/bit 64 

Number of 

Samples 

8192 

Optical Detector Avalanche Photodiode 

Filter Type Low Pass Bessel filter 

Link Range 1Km 

3. WEATHER INFLUENCE ON FSO LINK 

Free Space Optics links are operated in open atmosphere, so local weather conditions and microphysics of atmosphere highly affect the 

propagating light signal. Certain parameters play their role in degradation of signal quality. Visibility determines that how far an optical 

signal can travel in open air. Various elements present in air can limit the visibility. Dust particles, smoke, rain, haze, fog and snow 

attenuate the signal at different intensities. Fog is the major attenuation factor because the size of its particles is similar to the wavelength of 

light used as a signal carrier. The size of snow particles is a bit larger therefore less attenuation is induced. In [3] the impact of different 

weather conditions like rain, fog and snow was investigated. 
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a) Rain Attenuation 

Downpour is one of the factor for prompting constriction in a FSO framework. Downpour has less effect than haze since frequency of 

optical sign is minuscule when contrasted with downpour drop [13]. The lessening of optical sign because of downpour is by dispersing 

wonder. Explicit optical weakening increments straightly with increment in downpour rate. Stormy season in Islamabad begins at the finish 

of June and stays till the finish of September with normal rainstorm precipitation of 790.8mm [10]. In the long stretches of December, 

January and February, generally moderate downpour is watched. The downpour pace of 25mm/hr prompts lessening factor of 6dB/Km for 

1Km of connection length. FSO frameworks having 25dB of connection edge can enter downpour unhampered [13]. 

 

Fig. 2:Graphicial representations of WDM FSO system for different weather conditions 

 

Free space optics (FSO) channel is set to attenuation of 0.1 db/km and aperture diameter of 5 m then it is said to be the clear weather 

attenuation and if the attenuation is set to be 4 db/km and aperture diameter is 4 m then it is said to be a haze condition. Similarly, if 

attenuation of the channel is 20 db/km and diameter is 2 m then it is 

said to be fog weather. 

 

Fig. 5 Eye diagram for simulation setup of rain attenuation 
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b) Fog Effect 

Mist is the most unfriendly factor to FSO connect. Haze particles are having almost a similar frequency as frequency of light . Along these 

lines, the constriction brought about by mist is amazingly huge with reference to other climate conditions. It is the most disturbing climate 

condition for a FSO interface. Mist occasions in Islamabad happen generally in the long stretches of November, December, January what's 

more, February. In [8], four haze occasions are concentrated by utilizing Kim, Kruse and Al Naboulsi model. Pinnacle lessening esteems for 

four occasions are 88.43, 77.88 and 110dB/Km for Kim, Kruse and Al Naboulsi model separately. At such high estimation of constriction, 

conceivable connection length can be 500m for dependable correspondence. By taking connection length of 500m with weakening variable 

of 100dB/Km, recreation results show that Q-factor of 9.17 is accomplished at BER estimation of 2.28e-20. Eye graph for this 

 

Fig. 6 Eye diagram for simulation setup of fog attenuation. 

c) POTENTIAL SCENARIOS OF FSO LINKS IN PUNJAB 

Some potential situations for setting up FSO correspondence joins are appeared in table. 2 in the city of Punjab. Google maps is utilized for 

catching pictures and ascertaining separations between structures. Airborne perspective on specific connections in Punjab Buildings. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Free Space Optics is a possible answer for step by step expanding requests of data transfer capacity hungry applications. Presentation to 

terrible climate conditions makes its execution almost incomprehensible for specific locales. For urban communities like Islamabad where 

climate conditions are sensibly terrible for FSO joins spreading over specific kilometres, short connections can be set up by ascertaining 

join edge and connection financial plan with adequate constriction. 
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